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Being a good knitter is 3% 
talent and 97% fixing the 

crap you screwed up
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3 Ways to fix a mistake
(in the order you should try them)

1) Re-Knit
 Pick up dropped stitches, or selectively drop down stitches in 
 order to fix JUST the offending stitches. All other stitches 
 remain untouched and intact.

2) Tink back
 Un-knit as stitches one at a time (and one row at a time) until 
 you reach the offending stitches. Fix the mistake and resume 
 knitting from here.

3) Frog it
 Remove the needles and unravel ALL of the stitches down to 
 the mistake. Place the stitches back on the needles and 
 continue knitting from here.

 ***Exercise EXTREME caution when frogging lace unless you are 
 frogging down to a lifeline.
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Should I Frog It?
 Flow Chart

What seems to be 
the problem here?

TINK Back
& Fix It

Re-Knit
That Baby

Frog to a 
lifeline

Go back across your current row reading 
your pattern back for each stitch as you go.

If this row is error free, look back farther one 
row at a time until you find the mistake.

Secure your stitches so 
they don’t unravel any 

farther.

I knit a section incorrectly

It’s like half the row

Just a small section

Just a few rows

WAY back there

I dropped a stitch

My count is off My pattern isn’t lining
up correctly

What was the problem?

How big is the mistake?

How far back is your lifeline?

Does it involve a nupp or
other yarn heavy stitch?

Do you need to add in or
take out one of these stitches?

No

No

Yes

Yes

Did you find the problem?

No

Yes
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Dawn’s Re-Knitting Method

1) Locate the error in your knitting
 - Begin by looking back through your knitting to see if there is 
  an obvious section where the pattern looks off.
 - Read back your knitting to yourself one stitch and one row at 
  a time until you find the error.
 - Use contextual clues to help you along. 
  * Is the pattern symmetrical If so, do both sides line up?
  * Are decreases lining up on top of the stitches that they 
   should be decreasing?
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2) Locate the error on the chart
 - Locate an easily identifiable ‘landmark’ in the chart near the 
  error (such as the beginning of a pattern repeat, or a 
  center stitch). Count columns from right to left until you 
  locate a column with an error. Mark it on your chart.
 - Repeat for the left side so that you now have a section of the 
  chart marked off showing the stitches affected by the 
  mistake.
 - Count the running threads and determine how many rows 
  down you will need to tink. Mark this on your chart.
 - If applicable, mark the individual stitches involved in the error 
  on the chart so that they are easily identifiable.
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3) Tink back the offending section
 - Tink all stitches back to the beginning of the offending area.
 - Tink back the stitches in the marked off section of the chart 
  one stitch at a time, pulling the running thread loose as 
  you go.
 - Repeat for each row in the section until you reach the error.
 - Count your running threads to be sure that you have tinked 
  back the correct number of rows.
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4) Re-Knit the tinked section
 - Begin at the lowest row in the tinked section and reknit the 
  stitches according to the chart.
 - Use your running threads as your working yarn.
 - ALWAYS use the lowest running thread in the ladder as your 
  working yarn
 - Knit each row back up in turn until all the rows have been 
  re-knit.
 - On purl rows, you can either turn the work and purl back, OR 
  slide the stitches back on to the left needle and knit them 
  across instead.
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5) Even out the stitches
 - Re-knitting tends to rob the stitches surrounding the re-knit 
  area of some of their yarn. 
 - Use the a needle tip to gently pull on edge stitches to help 
  re-distribute the yarn evenly.
 - Re-knitting also uses different tension than standard knitting.
 - Most unevenness in tension and stitches will block out under 
  tension when you finish your piece.


